
 

WHAT IS WAXING?
Waxing is an option for hair removal, which also lasts longer because it involves removing hair from the 
root. This method works best by correctly applying wax to the skin, which adheres to the hairs and is 
quickly removed.

WAXING CAN DAMAGE SKIN!
Not all types of waxes should be applied to all parts of the body.

Melinda believes that applying strip wax on the face can damage the skin when not adhering to 
contraindications. In addition, clients aren’t always aware of the skincare products and medication that can 
cause skin lifting and damage.   

 

TRAINING OPTIONS:  
 
1. Supernova Depil Product Training & Refresher – 180min
2. Masterclass with Intimate wax training – 240min 

 WHO IS MELINDA?

 Melinda Hazafi-van der Walt, the Director partner and creator of Supernova Depil by Helia-D. 

 The No. 1 waxer and trainer in South Africa for 25 years - Melinda was the only Professional  
 Brazilian wax trainer in South Africa, teaching at numerous beauty training centres and waxing  
 clients for more than 25 years and performing a full Hollywood/ Brazilian wax in 5 min.

 The No. 1 waxer on Booksy with 5 Star reviews - Melinda Wax Salon 

 A YouTube channel with demos and training tutorials including Brazilian waxing with over a 
 million views

 Now training in Budapest, Hungary working with exports partners

 Melinda is demonstrating corrective techniques for Webinar training for salons, 
 distributors, and agents 

 Melinda offers training to professional cosmeticians in speed wax application and removal.  
 Options are available to train as part of a product training for Supernova Depil and a demonstration  
 by Melinda as part of a Refresher course. The Advanced Masterclass is for professionals who  
 want to specialise in effective waxing techniques to improve timing and reduce painful waxing  
 in applying effective waxing techniques. Brazilian and Hollywood styles is trained to reduce  
 waxing time down to a couple of minutes.



WORKSHOP CONTENT: FOR BEGINNERS WITH SUPERNOVA DEPIL BY HELIA-D

OPTION 1: SUPERNOVA DEPIL PRODUCT TRAINING & REFRESHER WORKSHOP

SUPERNOVA DEPIL PRODUCT TRAINING THAT INCLUDES 
STEPS IN PROFESSIONAL WAX TRAINING:

1. Consultation
2. Preparation of the skin
3. Check the temperature in the wax heater
4. Analyse the skin and choose the correct wax type for the specific area
5. Apply the wax in the right direction (as per the type of wax)
6. Remove the wax in the correct direction (as per the type of wax)
7. After wax care
8. Timekeeping
9. Homecare & rebook the client

Time: 10:00 — 12.00

The course includes Training material and certification. 

OPTION 2: SUPERNOVA DEPIL MASTERCLASS WAXING TECHNIQUES INCLUDING INTIMATE 
(BRAZILIAN & HOLLYWOOD) WAX TRAINING

TRAINING INCLUDES:

Masterclass training techniques for the full face and body waxing include intimate (Brazilian & Hollywood) 
wax training. Melinda trains with theory presentations using the Supernova Depil by Helia-D products and 
specialises in intimate wax training, reducing treatment times for professional waxers. One on one training 
with Melinda.

WORKSHOP CONTENT:

1. Hair removal methods
2. Therapist posture and effective working pace
3. Equipment required & setup
4. Time allocation for treatments
5. Client consultation requirements
6. Hygiene & sterilisation
7. Contra-indications
8. Pre-wax preparation
9. Types of waxes
10. Method of application & removal
11. General aftercare
12. Understanding Ingrown hairs
13. Choosing the Correct Wax
14. Apply & Remove in the Correct Direction of Hair Growth
15. Practical training one on one with Melinda
16. Brazilian Styles & waxing for women (Men optional)
17. Aftercare
18. Home Care Advice

Time: 13:00 — 17:00

The course includes Training material and certification. 

  BOOK ONLINE        melinda.hazafi@helia-d.hu
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